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WHAT IS SAFEMOON?
The SafeMoon Protocol
The SafeMoon Protocol is a community driven, fair launched, DeFi Token. Three simple functions occur during each trade:
Reflection, LP Acquisition, & Burn.  Put simply, SafeMoon is a token that automatically generates more of itself in your 
wallet.  Simply by holding Enhance you earn more SafeMoon.

SAFEMOON 
WALLET

https://swap.safemoon.net
https://mc.safemoon.net/https://mooncraft.gg/
https://safemoon.net
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/safemoon/id1579735495
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/safemoon/id1579735495
https://swap.safemoon.net


WHAT IS ENHANCE

In short, Enhance  is the perfect companion to SafeMoon.  Buy and hold Enhance to earn SafeMoon, 
automatically to your wallet.

Through our Enhance smart contract, we take a portion of every transaction and automatically 
purchase SafeMoon.  This SafeMoon is then distributed to all the holders of Enhance.  This is done 
through our “Enhance Dividend Tracker” contract.

Enhance is a BEP-20 automatic deployment token that rewards holders with Enhance.

https://bscscan.com/token/0xA001862BA0866Ee3e3a2613fAb5954861452B9Bf
https://remix.ethereum.org
https://remix.ethereum.org
https://www.binance.org/en/smartChain


HOW IT WORKS (TOKENOMICS)
Enhance Token's tokenomics earn 
our holders maximum SafeMoon 
rewards. The reward system is 
triggered when there is sufficient 
volume (buy + sell activity) to cover 
gas fees aa well as allow the 
rewards to be dispersed. We 
created a unique way to earn 
passive SafeMoon. Enhance, the 
SafeMoon Rewards Token, has a 
single objective: to deploy Safemoon 
to as many people in as many ways 
as possible. The way it works for 
holders: You buy tokens and hold 
them. You will then automatically 
receive multiple SafeMoon deposits 
in your wallet.
So sit back and earn, while holding 
Enhance Token.



Enhance’s DUAL TOKENOMICS

Because Enhance rewards it’s holders in SafeMoon, we are delivering Dual Tokenomics in a new and innovative way.

Safemoon changed the game by revolutionizing reflection-based 

tokens. We've taken that concept to the next level by creating a 

Dual-Tokenomics Token, Enhance Token, that earns you Safemoon, just 

for holding.

Our Dual Tokenomics token sends every holder Safemoon based on 

trading volume and reflection. As a result, our Hodlers will receive 11% 

Safemoon reflection spread evenly across the board. Bonus- you'll 

earn an additional 3% directly from Safemoon for holding their token!



LP Injections from the Rocket Booster 
Wallet
In order to deliver maintain a stable chart, we created the Rocket Booster Wallet

The Rocket Booster Wallet holds xx% 
blacklisted Enhance tokens that can never be 
bought, sold, or transferred anywhere. 
This wallet earns reflections which are then 
used to inject funds into our LP, stabilizing our 
chart for all of our holders. 



SPECIALIZED OPERATIONS OF MISSION 
CONTROL WALLET
To ensure this mission goes according to plan, we designated a special wallet named Mission Control.

Mission Control Wallet has one sole purpose: to 
maintain the mission at hand and assist you safely 
to the moon. Through the Mission Control Wallet, we 
collect 3% of every transaction in the form of 
Safemoon, HODL it tight, and have it ready to deploy 
for any mission deemed worthy of a cause in the 
pursuit of getting Safemoon into everyone's wallet. 
Other key assignments include floor support 
Enhance Token buy-ups, marketing, and additional 
liquidity pairings.



PRESALE NFTs AND BLACKLISTING

Every Presale percent of Enhance was delivered via NFT as a “Blacklisted” amount.  In the Enhance contract there is a 
feature called Blacklisting.  What this feature does, when turned on, it disables the account that is ‘blacklisted.’ This means 
that the wallet that is blacklisted can never buy more tokens, sell their tokens, or send their tokens somewhere else either.  
It essentially locks them forever in earning only mode.  This was done intentionally in order to secure a more permanent and 
solid floor than traditional microcap assets with a presale and post launch dump. A full breakdown of these percents can be 
found on our Mission Control Creator Page on AirNFT. Click below to go to our Mission Control or Black Ops Wallet on 
AirNFT.

https://www.airnfts.com/
https://app.airnfts.com/nft/SafeMoon_JR_Black_Op_1631072196126
https://app.airnfts.com/creators/Mission_Control


#OperationSES (SAFEMOON ENHANCEMENT 
SQUADRON)

An elite group of individuals who seek to go above and beyond the call of 
duty. These individuals possess the unique ability to execute orders and 
are rewarded for such activity. 

A military style format , the SES will begin with applications for 
enlistment. Upon being accepted they will then be sent through a basic 
training boot camp to ensure their success as they climb through the 
ranks of this special forces unit. 

The SES is our core group of true SafeMoon and Enhance community 
members who work tirelessly to promote positivity, community, and of 
course, SafeMoon, and Enhance. 

https://safemoonjr.net/operationses


SafeMoon Listing and Approval

We are proud to say that 
we are supported by 
SafeMoon. 
Enhance is listed on the 
SafeMoonSwap, and is 
ready to continue to be 
the number one 
contributing contract to 
SafeMoon. 



SOCIAL MEDIA PROFILES

https://twitter.com/enhancetoken
https://instagram.com/enhancetoken
https://www.facebook.com/enhancetoken
http://t.me/enhanceofficial
https://www.reddit.com/r/EnhanceToken/
https://discord.gg/yq7HdQM499


THE ENHANCE TEAM

SafeMoon Hipneck
@crypto_hipneck

SafeMoon Ace
@SafeMoonACe

Zee Ahmed
@zeeeahmed

H.U.D.
@theH_U_D

https://twitter.com/SafeMoonHipneck
https://twitter.com/SafeMoonAce
https://twitter.com/ZeeeAhmed

